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209. Strength of Gear-teeth. — The maximum work transmitted by a shaft per unit time may usually be accurately estimated ; and, if the rate of rotation is known, the torsional moment may be found. Let O, Fig. 220, represent the axis of a shaft perpendicular to the paper. Let A = maximum work to be transmitted per minute; let N = re volutions per minute; let .Fr = torsional moment. Then F is the force factor of the work transmitted, and znrN is the space factor of the work transmitted. Hence
= A ,    and     Fr = torsional moment
'
If the work is to be transmitted to another shaft by means of a spur-gear whose radius is ti, then for equilibrium F\r\=Fr,
Fr
and fi — — .    fi is the force at the pitch surface of the gear fi
whose radius is ri} i.e., it is the force to be sustained by the gear-teeth. Hence, in general, the force sustained by the teeth of a gear equals the torsional moment divided by the pitch radius of the gear.
When the maximum force to be sustained is known the teeth may be given proper proportions. The dimensions upon which the tooth depends for strength are : Thickness of tooth = t, width of face of gear = &, and depth of space between teeth =/. These all become known when the pitch is known, because t is fixed for any pitch, and / and b have values dictated by good practice. The value of b may be varied through quite a range to meet the requirements of any special case.
In computations for strength the tooth is treated as a cantilever. It has been customary to consider that the entire load is borne by a single tooth (i.e., that there is contact between only one pair of teeth), the point of application being the extreme end of the tooth, and the direction of the acting force being normal to the tooth profile at that point. This assumes that the arc of action is no greater than the pitch arc, which may be true of a pair of gears having a low number of teeth; but

